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Bio

Ramarea is a student of Decision and Risk Analysis in the Master of Science program in Management Science and Engineering. He is passionate about ending economic poverty through for-profit business entities. He hopes to use his Engineering education to support rational and intelligent decision making within high-impact businesses. Born and raised in Botswana, Ramarea has a bias towards business entities that work in or on Emerging Markets. He holds a BS degree in Management Science and Engineering (class of 2019) from Stanford, where he attended as a MasterCard Foundation Scholar and a United World College Davis Scholar. He is an alumnus of the United World College of Costa Rica. Outside of his professional aspirations, he is passionate about making education accessible to everyone, especially historically marginalized people such as women and people of color. He remains active in the UWC movement, serving on the UWC National Committee of Botswana. He also volunteers as an adult mentor in the UWC USA’s Constructive Engagement of Conflict retreat for their first year students annually.
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LINKS
• My Website: http://www.ramarea.com